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VOORWOORD

W einig is bekend over het gedragvan drijvende eilanden in zee-
gang. De gunstige vooruitziçhten voor wat betreft de ontwikke-
ling van de werkzaamheden buitengaats, bleek bij het bedrijfs-
leven de belangstelling voor een onderzoek naar het gedrag van
dergelijke objecten in golven opgewekt te hebben.

De resultaten van een dergelijk onderzoek zijn van groot
belàng voor het ontwerp en de exploitatie van drijvende eilanden.
Het onderhavige rapport is een eerste stap in dit onderzoek,
waarin flog vele problemen orn een oplossing vragen.

Het beschouwde eiland is er een van het , ,Semi-submerged"
type. Langs theoretische weg is voor dit 5-poots eiland het stelsel
bewegingsvergelijkingen opgesteld, waarbij omwillevan de ver-
eenvoudiging bepaalde noodzakeijke verwaarlozingen zijn ge-
pleegd.

Langs modelexperimentele weg zijn de coëfficiënten van de
bewegingsvergelijkingen bepaald door excitatieproeveñ met het
gefixeerde model. De golfopwekkende krächten zijn bepaald
d.m.v. proeven met gefixeerd model in regelmatige golven.

Deze proeven werden uitgevoerd bu wàterdiepten welke over-
eenkomen met 30, 40, 50 en 125 m in de werkelijkhëid. De met
behulp van de resultaten van deze proeven berekende responsie-
karakteristieken, zijn vergeleken met de resultaten van pÑeven
met het verankerde model in regëhnatige en onregelmatige gol-
ven in een waterdiepte overeenkomend met 125 m. De onregel-
matige golven zijn beschreven d.m.v. twee Noordzeespectra en
een spectrum voor de kust van Nigeria, met dien verstande dat
een langkaniniige zee is beschouwd. Voorts zijn methoden aan-
gegeven voor deberekëning van coefficiënten en gôlfopwekkende
krachteñ.

De resultaten tonen aan dat de berekeningenredeiijk overeen-
stemmen met de uitkomsten van de modelproeven hetgeen opti
maliseringvan het ontwerp van het booreiland vanuit de theore-
tisch-analytisch kant met behuip van de bewegingsvergelijkingen
zoU rechtvaardigen.

Zèer interessant zou het zijn, orn de correlatie tussen de bewe-
gingen van het eiland op ware grootte, en die van het model te
toetsen. Van groot belàng. is tevens de studie van de laag fre-
quente verschijnselen, welke in het onderhavige rapport buiten
beschouwing zijn gelaten.

De terbeschikkingstelling van de gegevens van het vijf kolom-
men booreiland door Bureau Marcon zij hiermet dank vermeld.

RET NEDERLANDS SCHEEPSSTUDLECENTRUM TNO

PREFACE

Very little is known about the b haviour of floating platforms in
a seaway. The prospects foE the development of offshore activities
beiñg favourable, the industryshowed interest in an investigation
into the bèhàviour of semi-submersibles in waves.

The results of such a study are of great importance for the
design and operation of floating platforms. This report is a first
step in this study which in many problems still have to be .dealth
with.

Subject of the investigation is a five-column floating drilling
platform, of the semi-submerged type.

First, the mathematical description of the behaviour of the
platform is given by means of the equations of motion, making
use of certain necessary approximations. The coefficients in these
equations have been determined by means of oscillatiOn tests.
Captive model test in regular waves have been carrièd out to
obtain values for the wave exciting forces. The tests mentioned
so far have been carried out in Waterdepths corresponding to
30, 40, 50 and 125 meters.

The results obtained from these model tests make it possible
to calculate the response functions of the platform. These cal-
culated responses have been compared to the actual responses
measured at the anchored model in regular and irregular waves
in a waterdópth corresponding to 125 meters. The energy
distributions of the irregular waves matched two different sea-
states of the Northsea and one sea state off Nigeria respectively,
however, a long crested sea has been considered.

Some methods are indicated to calculate coefficients and wave
exciting forces of the equations. of motion.

The results show a rather good agreement between calculated
and measured values of motions and forces, and justify the use
of the equatiOns of motion in determining the optimum design
of the platform.

It would be very interestmg indeed to investigate the correla
tion between full scale and model test results.

Also of great importance is an investigation mto low frequency
phenomena. The latter have been kept out of this study

The kind cooperation of Bureau Marcon in providing the data
of the five column drilling platform be gratefully mentioned here.
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LIST O.F SYMBOLS

Amm (Mm+Pmm)

Fm external force or moment F in the direction m
K moment around longitudinal axis
Mm mass or moment of inertià
M moment around lateral axis
N moment around vertical axis
T period of osdllatiòn
X longitudinal force
Y lateral force
Z vettical force
c spring constant of the anchoring system
d Water depth
m wave number 2/2
rn moment of spectral distribution J dw.

f respönse Iunction of a motion to Waves

ratio of motiOn amplitude to wave amplitude

fhh spectral density (energy spectrum) of the sea

f spètraI density of the platform motiOns
g acceleration due to gtavity
g response function of a force to waves

g ratio of amplitude of wave excited force to the amplitude of the wave height
h elevation of the water surface

wave height amplitude

i Ji
hmn response operator or response function of a motion in direction n to a force in direction m
'mn ratio of motion amplitude s, to a force amplitude Fm
Pmn added mass or moment of inertia of added mass
p pressure
q damping çoefficiént
r hydrostatic spring coefficient

motion s in the direction n
amplitude of motion

t time
Wmn weighting function = time response function or impulsive response of the motion s,, to an impuls in

direction m
x surge
y sway
z heave
mn phase difference between a motion s,, and a force Fm

ß wave direction

ßm phase difference between a force Fm and the wave motion
w frequency of osdilatioñ = 2ir/T

roll
pitch
yaw

e,, phase difference between the wave motion and the platform motion in a direction n
density o the. Water
logarithmic decrement
Wave length

v, phase angle of the j th component of regular motion

0m frequency for which a wave exciting force becomes minimum
w,, natural frequency of oscillation



THE BEHAVIOUR OF A FIVE-COLUMN FLOATING DRILLING UNIT IN WAVES
by

Ir. J. P. HOOFT

Summary

A description is given of a detailed investigation into the behaviour ofa floating drilling platform.
This investigation involves both theory and model testmg Some model tests were carned out in order to measure the hydro
dynamic coefficients and wave exciting forces of the platform while other tests were performed to verify the calculations of the behav
iòür of the platform at her drilling location.
A good agreement between the calculations and the model test results was found.
Based on this finding a consideration is given in what way the calculations can be extended for the prediction of the behaviour under
different conditions and of the forces acting on parts of the construction.

I lútroduction

In order to determine whether a drilling platform can
fülfil its job at the location in mind one would like to
predict the behaviour of the platform.

First of all it will be necessary to measure what the
prevailing conditions such as wind, waves and current
at the drilling location will be.

When this is known it can be tried to predict the
behaviour of the platform by extrapolating from other
sea conditions in which the platform has been in
operation already. When the margin of saféty Obtained
by this method is too small,, model tests are carried
out in a simUlated sea condition corresponding to the
actual condition.

For this it is necessary that the correlation between
full scale and model test rèsuits has been investigated.

When, however, as was the case for the present
investigation, the drilling platform is still in the design
stage, a more extensive model test programme has to
be, carried out of which the purpose is twofóld:

-, First, extensive information is needed about the
behaviour of the platform under several conditions,
to enable extrapolation of the behaviour t all ther
conditions.

- Secondly, as much information as possible is needed
to verify theoretical calculations of the characteristics
of the platform to beable to optimize the behaviour
of the platform by changing its dimensions. (This
optimization may be restricted by other demands
from a point of view of operation or strength etc.).

Tèsts have been carried out with a model of á five-
column floating drilling platform, designed by Bureaú
Marcon [1]. The principal dimensions are given in
fig. 1.

The information required as described above was
obtained by carrying out the following test programme:

Captive model tests to determine the hydrodynamic
characteristics of the prototype design of the plat-
form such as added mass, damping and forces
excited by waves.
Model tests with the anchored model to obtain
the natural frequencies and to determine the res-
ponse functions of the platform motion to some
external force.
Model tests with the anchored model in irregular
waves to determine the behaviour of'the platform
in sorne sea states.

In this report first an elucidation will be given of the
theoretical considerations which led to this test pro-
gramme. After this a description of the model test
procedure will be given.

In the discussion of the model test results .a com-
parison will be made between the results meaSured on

lOP VIEW

DRIWNG LOCATION IN WHICH
MOrIONS HAVE BEEN MEASURED

GML In

DMT fll

- 31.70 n,

327V n,

3A85 In

V 24,890 n,

VIEW A -, SIDE VIEW

RO

Fig. 1. Principal dimensions of the platform (Dimensions are
iñ m for the full size).
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model scale and the valUes that can be obtained
theoretically.

In the present study only that part of the wave
force will be discussed that oscillates with the same
frequency as the Waves.

This means that no analysis will be made of the
drifting forces. The reason for this lies in the fact that
the wave frequency motions of the platform have to
be considered first while optimizing the behavkur of
the platform.

Thereafter another study about the positioning by
anchors or other means has to be made in which the
low frequency forces on the platform are taken into
account. This other study is still carried on. Two parts
of it have been finished i.e. the drifting forces. on a
vertical circular cylinder in regular waves have been
calculated by Flokstra [2] and the drifting forces on
a body in irregular waves have been analysed by
Hermans [3] and Verhagen [4].

2 Mathematical description of the behaviour of the
platform

2.1 Differential eqüations of motion

In order to describe the motions of a floating drilling
platform use is made of the differential equations of
motion.

The basic form of the equations is deduced from
Newton's law:

d2 -
F Mm

dt2

in which:

F resultant force or moment acting on the
platform

Mm = mass or moment of inertia of the platform

= displacement or rotatiOn of the platform

= velocity of the platform

d2
acceleration of the platform

dt2 -

The motion can be split up in six components as is
indicated in figure 2.

The motions are: defined by:

(1)

TOP VIEW
SWAY Y

SURDE R

FRORT VIEW
HEAVE Z

OLL Q_. .
I liii
u

irn u11 uII

SURDE X tIl!111I I uni
iuiiii III

Fig. 2. Definition of coordinate system

The forces are defined by:

X longitudinal force
Y = lateral force
Z = vertical force
K moment around longitudinal axis
M = moment around lateral axis
N = moment around vertical axis

First the forces acting on the platform dúe to its

motions will be considered.
These forces F1 and F1 are introduced by a displace-

ment as Well as -a velocity and an acceleration of the
platform. It should be noted that the motion S in one
direction not only intrOduces forces F1 = FR (sa, dsjdt,
d2s/dt2) in the same direction of the motion but also
can introduce forces F11 = Fm (sa, dsp/dt, ds2/dt2) in
other directions. If Only small motions of the platform
are regarded the following linearizth approximation is
obtáined:

F(s,ds/dt,d2s/dt2) = -p-- - q4! - rs (2)
dt2 dt

in which the following nomenclature is used:

p added mass
q = damping coefficient
r = hydrostatic spring coefficient

SWAY Y

Combining equation (1) and (2) one finds by des-
- x -surge; s2 -y - sway; 53-Z - heave cribing the six degrees of freedom, Six equatiOns of

s44-roll; s5--pitch; s61-yaw motion:

AFT ORE STAREOUJID PORT

SIDE VIEW

HEAVE Z



Ax + qi + + pt + q, ± c$
Ay + q5' + c,y + p + qyqç/ + c,çb

A2 + + (r + c)z + r,9
+ qç6 + (r
± + (r

A+ q4+ c,ifr+ p,,.,j' +q,,$'

=.x

=Z
+ c4j4+ p,j5+q4,j'+cy = K
± c)9 + ± q5c + cx

± M

(3a)

in which:

= total (virtual) mass or moment of inertia
Mm+Pm

Pmn = added mass or added moment of inertia
q,,,,, = damping coefficient
r,,,,, spring constant due to buoyancy
Cmn = spring constant due to the anchoring

system
m = indicates the direction of the force
n = indicates the direction of the motion

22 Response functions of the motions to externalforces

As the coefficients p,,,,, and q,,,,, in the six equations (3)
depend on the frequency of the external forces it is not
yet possible to determine the motions of the platform
for any arbitrary external force.

From the equations (3) it is only possible to calculate
for each frequency the response of the platform to a
harmonically oscillating force. However, this response.
oWy exists when the motions of the platform are
stable.

The harmonically oscillating force in one direction
is given by:

Frn(w) = Fm sin cot

If the motion of the platform is stable it finally will
achieve the following value:

S = Sp( sin (cot + mn(w))

The response hmn of the motion in the ñ-direction as a
result of the force in the m-direction is described by
the response operator h,,,, and the phase difference

mfl

hmm (4)

in which:

In Solodovnikov [6] (see also [7]) a description is
given in which way the response of the motion can be
deduced from equation (3):

h Dmn
mn'

D
(5)

in which:

9

ax + ay + az ± a/ + + a,,,/i = X
ax ± ay + az + açb + a + Y

a,x + ay + az + a2 + a:3,9 + a2I/ = Z
+ a4,y +az + + a4,,9 + qfr = K

ax + ay + az + a4 + a39 ± a/í = M
ax + + ± + a.9 ± ai/J N

(3)
in which:

amn = (5mnMm+Pmn) d/dt2 +qm d/dt+rmn
Mm = mass or moment of inertia of the platform
5mn = i ifm = n

= O if m n

The forces X, Y and Z and moments K, M and N in
equation (3) are caused by external influences such as
the forces introduced by waves wind, current propul-
sion devices, añchor chains, rudders, damping systems
etc.

The equations given in (3) are no real differential
equations as the coefficients p,,., and depend on the
frequency of oscillation of the external forces. In order
to obtain real differential equations an extra term
should be added in the left hand side of equations (3)
as has been discussed by Ogilvie [5]

The coefficients of the equations (3) can be obtained
experimentally. To simplify the measuring technique,
an estimate has to be made first to deterrmñe what
coefficients have to be taken into account. After the
tests have been performed, it may be found that still
sorne more of these coefficients could be neglected.
For the platform in mind the assumptions were:

Due to surge no forces will be generated in lateral
and vertical directiOns, nor will a moment be
exerted around the longitudinal and the vertical
axis and vice versa
Due to sway and yaw no forces will be measured in
the longitudinal and the vertical directions, nor
will a moment be exerted around the lateral axis
and vice versa.

The resulting equations of motions then become: = Sn(co)

m
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Dmn =

and

with:

in which:

R(W) PP2QyQ2()
i(w) = hmn,,) COS mn(co)

Qi(W) = 'mn(W) Sfl mn(co)

b1 . b1..... l)bl(n+ 1) .. b16

b(m_.i)l ................
b(m+1)1

b61

b61.................

b66

b11 . .
b1

b6

The determinant Dmn equals the determinant D except
for the row m and the column n which have been
cancelled.

Once the motions of the platform aie determined as
a response of a harmonically oscillating force it will
be possible to determine the motion; (t) of the plat-
form for any external force Fm(t) which is given as an
arbitrary function of time:

Sfl(t) = - j R cos wtdco for t > 0 (6)
i

+.
P2(W) = J F,,« cos (L?tdt

while Fm(t) as a function of time has to be absolutely
integrable:

A more simple way to determine the motions of the
platform as a function of time for any external force
which is known as a function of time, is found by
determining the weighting function (impulsive re-
sponse) of the motions.

The weightmg function gives the motion as a result
of a unit impulse ccrding to a delta function which
is given by:

Fm(t_to) = O for <0 and
I

Fm(t_lo) for 0< tto<t

in such a way that:

SF,,,r_godt i

The motiOn of'the platform resulting from thinipuise
can bê found from:

mn(t) S
h,= cos ,,,,,(W) cosa)tdo)

= S m(tx)Wmn()

Wmn = weighting function or impulsive response
of the motiOn = time response function,
Which can be determined by measuring the
ship motion after an impulse on the shiP

Once the weightiflg function has been determined the
motion of the platform as a result of an extertial force
easily can be foUnd from:

(7)

2.3 Wave exciting forces

The wave exciting 6rces can be determined when the
platform is rigidly restrained in a wave train. First of
all the exciting forces on the platform in regular waves
are measured

One then can determine the force response to a wave.
This response function g,, of the force is defined by
the response operator g_m and the phase difference ßm,
in which:

g,,, = g,,, (8)

while ßm follows from the phase difference between the
motion of the waves:

h = k Sin wt

and the oscillating forces:

Fm = Tm 5i11 (COt+ßm)

Once now for eaäh frequency the wave exciting force
is known as a lmear function of the wave height, also
the forces in an irregular sea State are known, suppos-
ing that the superposition principle holds.

b = ((ämnMm +Pnin) (iw)2 + qmn(iw) + (r,,,,, + n)
in which:

Q2(w) Frn(f) sin wt dt



For this, similar formulas are used as given in section
2.2.

When in an irregular long-crested sèa state the wave
height h(f) is given as a function of time, the wave
fOrce then folloWs from:

i +
Fm(r) J COS wtdCz)

in Which:

= I(w)2(o))Fl(«,)F2(cu)

cos

= 9m(w) sin ßm(w)

J h cos cot dt

F2() = r h(s) sin cot dt

It will be cleat that in this case no use can be made of
a weighting function since it will be physically im-
possible to generate an impulsive surface elevation
corresponding to the delta function described earlier

2.4 Response functions of the. platform to waves

2.4.1 Motions in regular waves

When for each height and frequency of regìlar waves
the exciting forces on the platform have been deter-
mined one can substitute the response function of the
force to Waves defined by equation (8) into equation 4).

From this the response function fn of the motion s,,
of the platform to regular waves can be calculated
as follows:

t>0 (9)

iß,0
m(o -

6 /-\ ißr., /\
I .! ) e''" S,

e'°'
m1 \FmJ(w) h \hJ(o))

2.4.2 Motions in irregular Waves

When in a given sea state the Wave exciting force
Fth(r) has been determined by equation (9) as a function,
of ti me then also the motions of the platform. are kñôwn
as a function of time by substituting the exciting force
given by equation (9) into either equation (6) or (7)

It now may be concluded that if all the hydro
dynamic properties of the platform are known it will
be possible to calculate the motion of the platform in
an irregular long-crested sea.

This. result is of importance if one wants to know
if the behaviour of the platform will be good enough

in some given sea state whiòh has been measured at the
drilling lòcatiön.

Generally the most important criterion of the behav-
jour of the platform is only the demand that the
motions may not exceed a predetermined value.

This means that one is not so much interested in the
behaviour of the platform as a function of time but
only wants to know the maximum value of the motion
that can occur in the given sea condition

In this case another method mostly is used.
One then only needs to know .Ñhe response function

of the motion of the platform in regular waves as
given in equation (IO).

From the measurements of the sea state one deter-
mines the energy distribution (spectrum) of th sca.,

By means of equation (7) one then can deduce that:

fss(WJ) = fhh(j)
[]2

in which:

fhh(o)J) = spectral density (energy spectrum) of the
l isea =
2 dco

= spectral density of the motions = ' -k--
2dco

while h and s are the amplitudes of the Jth component
of an infinite number. of components of regular
motions:

h(s) cos (coit + "h))
i=o

5(t) = Cos (cot+v)
jO

From equation (11) it fòllows, that if the spectrum of
the sea and the response of the motion in regular waves
is known also the energy distribution of he motions of

(10) the platform are known.
The total energy of sorne motion amounts to:

m0 = Jfdw (12a)

From this the significant value and the mean period
of some motion can be determined:

2 = average Of highest peak to through
values = 4/

mean period of oscillation =
m0

m1

with m1 wfS()dco (12b)
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Once the standard deviation (equal to Im0) or the
significant value of the motion Is known one can
calculate by means of a statistical analysis the chance
that the motion of the platform will exceed some
maximum value. òr linear rnotions use can be made
of the theory of Cartwright [8].

The results of this theory are given in Table I.

Table I. Chance thât thé maximum value of a motion will
exceed a prédetermined limit of 2a Vm0 = 2ai

number
of
oscilla-
tions
N

chance p

N = Number of oscillations = period of a sustained condition
divided by the mean period of oscillatioñ.

p = Chance that the maximum motion exceeds 2aa; this means
that (IOO-p)% is the percentage of safety that the rnäxi
mum motion will not exceed this value 2ar; in which
a=V

3 Description of the model tests

3.1 General

The tsts were carried out in the Wave and Current
Basin and the Seakeeping Basin with Model no. 3404,
made to a; scale of i 50.

The model tests were based on Froud.e's law of
sirfluitude. Consequently for the length scale of 50,
the time and velocity scale become i50 and the force
and mass scale 50g. All results apply to salt water with
a density f 1.025 ton/rn3.

3.2, Cäptive model tests

Captive tests at different waterdepths were carried out
in order to obtain the hydîòstatic and hydrodynamic
coefficients, and the wave exciting forces of the linear-
ized equations, which for thé present case could be
reduced to the equations (see equations 3a):

(M + p)ï + q$c + p ±q
(M + p)9 ± q$' + + q =Y
(M + p)ï + q ± rz + ri9
(14,4, + p4,,)(:/; ± q4,4,,6 + r4,4,çb + p,»5i + q4,J =K
(I + p)' ± q + ± p)i ± qt + rz = M
(I± p,)+ q4,+ r'I+ p,j; + q = N

(13)

TRANSDUCERS

i.?
3,4
3-4
1 - 2

Fig. 3. Test set-up for oscillation tests

PORCEl MOMENT

LONGITUDINAL FORCE

VERTICAL FORCE

PITCHING MOMENT,

YAWING MOMENT

The equations of motion as given above are written in
such a form that the coefficients can be found by
oscillating the model harmonically in each direction
separately.

No anchor chains were attached to the model during
these tests. For the oscillation tests a frame was used
as 'indicated in figure 3.

The hydrostatic buoyance cOefficients rmn Were found
by measuring the stationary force or moment F,,, caused
by a constant displacement s,,.

The results are stated in Table II.

For the determination of the hydrodynamic coefficients
(added mass' p,,, and the damping qmn) the platform is
forced to oscillate harmonically during which the forces
and moments of all directions were measured.

Thus the motion will be:

s,, ,, sin oit

Table II. Buoyancy coefficients

coefficient unit calculated measured

heave r:: ton/rn 464 449
tOn 48 163

roll r4,4,

pitch ra,s
ton.m/rad
ton.m/rad

74820
75830

75600
74700

rz3 ton/rad 48 163

100 a = 1.54 1.58 1.85 1.95 2.14
200 1.64 1.68 1.94 2.04 2.22
500 -1i7 1.82 2.06' 2.14 2.32

1000 1.87 1.92 2.15 2.23 2.40
5000 2.07 2.10 2.32 2.40 256

10000 2.15 .18 2.40 2.47 2.63

63%
(most
probable) 50% 10% '5% 1%



= amplitude of the motion
co = 2ir/T = frequency ofthe motion
T = period of the motion

The force or mothent measured during the oscillations
in a linearized case will amount to:

Fmn Fmn Sill (wtcx,,,)

in whiòh

Fmn force or momeflt in the m-direction due to
a motion in the n-direction

= amplitude of the force
;nn = phase difference between the fOrcé and the

motion; the difference in time between the
force being maximum and the motion being
maximuna amoUnts to OET/21r seconds

When the formula for Fm is rewritten as:

Fm,, = (F,,,,, cos a,,,,,) sin oit - (Fm,, sin Xmn) cos wt

it follows that the components of the force which are
in and out of phase with the model motion are res
pectively:

Fmn cos mn in phase

Fm,, Sjfl mn out of phase

The amplitude and period of the model motion béing
known the amplitùde of the above force components
can be found by means of a Fourier analysis:

2IclE

Fmn C0S mn = - $ F sin cot dcotir0
2km

Fmn sin CL,,,,, = J F cos cot doitir0

By substituting the motion s,, and the force Fmñ into
equation (13) one finds:

[(ô,,.j,Mm+Pmn) w2+rmn] n 5ifl cot+q,, coscot

= (Fm,, CO5 mn) sin cot - (F,,,,, 5i11 OEm,,) cos cot

At the time t1 = ir/2co = T/4 one finds:

[_ (5 mnMm + Pmn) co2 ± ]
F,,,,, 05 OEm,,

From this oñe can also now deterniine the added mass
p,,,,,, since the buoyancy coefficient r,,,,, is already known.

Pm,,

r,,,,,
FmncosCLmn

Sn

Fmn 5ir1 2m,,
qm,, -

by which also the damping coefficient tim,, is knowm
In Figure lia through 11e of the appendix all coeffi-

cients of equation (13) resulting from the experiments
are given.

For the meàsurements of the wave exciting forces
the model was held rigidly to à measuring bridge as
shown in figure 4a.

FORCE

TRANSDUCERS

4 (lx)

3 (lx)

S (lx)

i (2x)

2 (2x)

6 (4x)

Fig. 4b Registration of measured wave force

FORCE I MOMENT

LONGUDINAL FOE

LATERAL FORCE

VERTICAL FORCE

ROLLING MOMENT

PITCHING MOMENT

YAWING MOMENT

Fig. 4a. Test setup for measurements of wave exciting force

During these tests the three forces and three mô
ments in equation (13) acting On the model were record-
ed continuously, together with the Wave elevation.

From the recordings of the measurements às indi
cated in, figure 4b the amplitude Fm kas been deter-
mined as a fünction of the wave amplitude.

PERIOD T

w w w
TIME I)

13

in which: At the time t2 O one finds:

co2
n

Sn
WAVE
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The ratios Fm/h as determined from the measurements
have been plotted in figure 12a, 12b and 12e of the
appendix on a base of the wave frequency.

Since the phase difference of the force relative to the
wave depends upon the locatiön at which the wave is
measured, alÏ phase angles have been related to the
vertical force (see figure 1 2d and 12e).

3.3 Tests with the anchored platform

The anchored platform was tested. in a water depth
corresponding to 125 m.

The anchoring system was simulated in such a way
that the açoring characteristics corresponded to
those of the actual anchonng configuration as indicat-
ed in figure Sa and with the following particulars:

The length of each of the 10 anchor chainsamounts
to 436 m.
The weight of the anchor chains amounts to 72 kgf
per meter.

e. The pretension of the anchor chains corresponds
to 22.4 tons.

d. The elasticity of the anchor óhains corresponds to
30,000 ton/rh/rn.

ZAG

Fig. 5a. Anchoring system of the platform

The spring constahts of the anchoring system can be
calculated by using the equations for a catenary as
given in figure .5b.

/

FORMIJLAS FOR A CATENARY

T2 . s2 C2

F. C.oZh--
S CKIflh

2C

NIL . tAnT

KIF

DB XM . (12

As an example the spring coefficients for the coupled
equations of surge and pitch have been calculated for
the anchoring system that has been used during the
tests in a Water depth of 125 m (see figure 13 of the
appendix):

= 6,000 kgf/m

c3 = 36,000 kgfm/th

= 8;10,000 kgfm/rad

c = 58,140 kgf/rad

First, extinction tests were carried out in such a way
that the model was released after sorne disturbanòe
from its equilibrium position (see figure 6)

INITiAL DISTURBANCE

NArU5AL PERIOD

LOGARITHMIC 'DECREMENT O QKMHNG R

Fig. 6. ExtinctiOn test

In Table III the natural periods obtained from these
tests are givén.

Table Ill Natural periods of anchored platfOrm; measured
from extinction tests at a water depth of 125 m

In Table IV the results of extinction tests with the free
floating platform are given in comparison with the

Surge 140 sec
Sway 125 sec
Heave 18.1 sec
Roll 44.5 sec
Pitch 45 sec
Yaw 145 sec

Fig. 5b. Determination of forces in anchor chains



values calculated with the aid of the results of the
captive model tests.

The calculated natural period amouints to:

T=2r / Ann

The calculated logarithmic decrement follows from:

ivy
un

Table IV Natural periods of free floating, platform at à water
depth of 50m

heave
roll
pitch

34 Testi in waves

After this, tests in waves were carried out.
From the results of the captive model tests all re-

sponse functiOns in regular waves could already be
determined (see 2.4.1).

Some of the calculated response functions have been
compared with the response functions determined
from tests in regular long-crested waves, see figure 14,
in which also the results are given of three tests
performed in irregular waves, of which the energy
distributions are given in figure 15.

The distributions of the anchor line forces are plotted
in figure 16;

4 Analysis of the results

4 1 Hydrodynamic coefficients

It is quite difficult to calculate the added mass (virtual
mass minus thê mass of the object) for an arbitrary
hull form.

Generally speaking, the added mass is mainly
determined by the area perpendicular to the direction
of oscillation (projected area).

Besides, the added mass Is also influenced by the
free water surface and by bottom effects.

Logarithmic decrement of free floatingplatform ata
water depth of 50 m

In an iifinite space the added mass is independent of
the frequency of oscillation.

However, due to boundary effects the added mass
will depend on the frequency of oscillation.

A review of the calculations of added mass on all
kinds of objects is given by Kennard [9]

For some objects also the influence of bottom effects
is given in this paper.

For a sphere and a horizOntal cylinder the influence
of the free water surface on the added mass has been
analysed by Yamamoto [101; see figure 7a and 7b.

ADDED MASS OF A CYLINDER AT FREQUENCY W O

09

0.7

0.5

ADDED MASS OF A SPHERE AT FREQUENCY WO

15

r 1
2'lPM[1+.()]

f
4OSCULATON

INDEPENDENT OF

DIRECTION OF

OSCILLATION

- f DIRECTION
OF OSCILLA1ION-

HORIZONTAL OSCILLATION

c1CILLATION

0,154 0,232
0.113 0.105
0.143 0.174

measured from calculated from
motion extiìiction tests measured coefficients

heave 18.0 sec 18.1 sec
róll 43.2 sec 44.5 sec
pitch 44.8 sec 45.0 sec

measured from calculated from
motion extinction tests measured coefficients

Fig. 7a-7b. Added mass calculated by Yamamoto

While using the above-mentioned literature the add-
ed mass of the platform can be estimated;

Only one addition to the information gven by
literature has to be made; this is the assumptiOn that
the added mass Of a cylinder which oscillates in an
arbitrary direction relative to its longitudinal axis can
be deduced as indicated by figure 8.

3 f 5
a

20

1.5

p
M

1.0
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DIRECTION OF
OSCILLATION

ICCELERATION PERPENDICULAR IC THE CYLINDER

ADDED MASS FORCE
ON THE CYLINDER

Fig. 8. Added mass of cylinder moving in an arbitrary direc-
tion relative to the longitudinal axis

The added mass force due to an acceleration in the
x-direction amounts to pic sin while its direction is
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder.
The added mass in the direction x therefore amounts
to:

pxx = p sin2

in which:

p = added mass of a cylinder when moved in a
direction perpendicular to the cylinder axis;

while:

= p sin cos

From figure Il it follows that the added massès
calculated in this way are in goodagreement with the
values measUred. This is an important result since it
will now be possible to calculate also the added mass
of a hull with slightly diffèrent dimensions relative to
the prototype.

When oscillated in an infinite space the damping is
only effèctuated by friction.

The damping of a floating object, however, is also
influenced by potential effects.

In this case the damping will be a function of the
energy that is dissipated by outward travelling waves.
Therefore it is clear, that this damping will be related
to the force excited by waves travelling along the object
as is shown by Newman [11] and [12].

From [13] the relation between damping and wave
exciting force on shallow water can be takeh:

3 12
CO

qmn JI2lrQgxoL h

with:

damping coefficients in the m-direction
Fm(v) = wave exciting forceimthe m-direction due

to waves coming in a direction of y degrees
with the longitudinal axis of the platform.

md tanh mdl sinh2 md(1+
cosh2 md \ 2rnd

(15)

4.2 Wave exciting forces

According to [13] it may be concluded that the oscilla-
tory wave force on a small body in an incompressible,
irrotational and inviscid fluid can be calculated by
adding the following parts

Part 1: The undisturbed pressure force F1, which is
the force that arises from the pressure on the
hull in a wave that is not disturbed by the hull.

Part 2: The added mass force F21, which is the force
that arises from the acceleration of the added
mass of the hull in a wave that is not disturbed
by the hull.

Part 3: The damping force F22, which is the force that
arises from the damping due to the hull, of
the vèlocity of the water particles in a wave
that is not disturbed by the hull.

The added mass and damping mentioned under part
2 and 3 are the same as those determined from the
oscillation tests. It should be noted that for the calcu-
lation of the added mass force and the damping force
the acceleration and velocity of the water particles on
the undisturbed wave have to be used. The forces in
part 1 and 2 are out of phase with part 3 of the force.

The approximation holds true for bodies of which
the dimensions are 5 times smaHer than the wave
length.

In that case the maximum difference between the
appoximation and the exact theory is 5%.

When thè forces on a cylinder have to be calculated
this theory can still be maintained by cutting up the
cylinder in strips.

An extensive description of the determination of the
wave exciting forces has been given in [14].

The results of the calculations according to [14] are
given in figure 12a through 12e of the appendix
together with the model test results.

The wave exciting forces determined by this calcula-
tion method were calculated by adding the wave excit-
ing forces on parts of the platform which were sub-
stituted by simple hull forms.

In the following some examples are given to illustrate
the method by which the forces on some elements of
the whole structure an be determined.

When the wave profile is given by:

h(s) = ) sin (cotm) (16)

it can be found that the pressure variation at some
distañce below the still water surface follows from:

p p = /1Qgh sin (ot,n) (17)



given by:

cosh m (4+ C)
cosh md

sinhm(d+C)
sinhmd

cosh m(d±C) (_
(21)

sinhmd

sinh m(d+ )
cosh md

The coefficients are plotted in figure l through 20.
Once the inotions of the water-particles are known,

the wave exciting forces can be determined.

Example i

Horizontal cylinder of which the length I is large
relative to the diameter D (see figúre 9).

WAVES

Fig. 9. Wave exciting forces on a horizontal cylinder.

The added mass of the cylinder equals the mass of
the cylinder when no effects of the bottom or the water
surface are introduced:

= M ltD2l (22)

Fig. 10. Wave exciting forces Qn a vertical cylinder.

The wave exciting forces according to the review in the
beginning of this section, amount to:

I =.,j(I1+I21)2+x2
(26)

2

Example 2

Vertical cylinder with diameter D (see Figure 10). The
added masses follow from:

= M =

pzz (25)

pzx = pxz O

17

= cos (wtm)

in which:

longitudinal position of the water particles in
the direction of propagation of the waves;

= vertical position of the water particles;

while the acceleration of the water particles amounts
to:

The wave exciting forces according
the beginning of this section, amount

to the review in
to:

(23)= ±x2j)±x22

2 = +z21) +z2

in which:

= 121. = -_D2l/13w2h

wh cos (WI - m)
3t

qJ13wli
113 for = o

(20) (24)

- 4u2co2h sin (wt m) 2 Z2 =
4 /12 for=C0

The !1 coefficients in eqUation (17), (19) and (2Ò) are 222 = q/22wh

The relation between the wave number m and the
wave frequency w follows from:

w2 =gmtanhmh (18)

The velOcity of the wa'e particles follows from:

= p3wh sin (wtm) (19)

IL1 =

/12 =

/13 =

114 =
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Q7VD2 w2h
(1

sinhm(d-1)
- 4 in sinhnid

2 coshm(dl)z =Dgh4 coshmd

= D32m(dl)
6 sinhmd

sinhm(dl)
z22 = qoh

siñhmd

Once the wave exciting force on one vertical cylinder
is known the wave exciting force can be determined on
a platform consisting of 5 columns positioned to each
other in the same way as in the case of the platform
described in this paper.

Due to the fact that the wave action on each column
has a phase difference in time, the total force will be
less than 5 times the force on one column.

The factor being the ratio between the force on a
platform of 5 columns and the force on 5 fictive
columns in the centre of gravity of the platform is
given in Figure 21.

Far frOm being complete the examples given above
will elucidate the calculations of the wave exciting
forces on the whole structure.

4.3 Recapitulation of the results obtained

Up to now a description has been given of the factors
that determine the behaviour of the drilling platform.

With the use of the equations given it will be possible
to determine whether the drilling platform can be
improved.

If so, the equations can be used to determine in
what way improvements can be obtained.

The determination of the optimum design of the
platform is not within the scope of this project.

However, some examples will be dealt with to get
a rough idea to what results these studies will lead.

The heave response for those frequencies in which
the waves have the largest energy, will change at
decreasing water depths.

This is caused among other things by the change of
the frequency co,,, at which the vertical wave exciting
force is minimum.

The heave response functiOn can be changed in
several ways, e.g.:

z21

(27)

An increase of the distance between the centre of
the platform and the centre of the large columns
will change the factor f(m), used in section 4.2, a
little (see figure 21).
The decrease of the wave exciting force for frequen-
cies lower than w = 0.8 sec is very small.
The increase of the wave exciting force for frequen-
cies larger than w = 0.8 sec has little effect since
at these high frequencies the heave response due to
wave excitation is negligible. -

An increase of the added mass by increasing the
diameter of the footings at a constant displacement
causes a small decrease of the natural period of the
heave motion, which decreases the response func-
tion for the frequencies of most waves.

An increase of the diameter of the footings at a
constant displacement causes an increase of the
vertical wave exciting force due to the adde4 mass.
For low frequencies co < w,,, the vertical wave
exiciting fôrce Will decrease while for frequencies
larger than Wm thewave excitingforce will increase.
The results of increasiñg the diameter of the footings
will be more favOurable for the smaller water
depths. For the smaller water depths, however, this
increase will change the wave exciting force to a
smaller amount than in deep water.

An increase of the height of the 'footings at a con-
stant displacement will decrease the wave exciting
force for frequencies larger than corn. Again a small
effect will be obtained at shallow water though this
effect is more favourable at shallow water than at
deep water.

When combining point b, c and d it may be concluded,
that a decrease of the diameter of the footings causes
smaller heave response functions at deep water.

When for instance the diameter is reduced to 18 m,
the wave exciting force at w = 0.5 sec 1 will decrease
about 25% and at w = 0.6 sec about 20%.

The virtual mass A22 will decrease about 3%.
If the natural period of heave has not to be changed,

the diameter of the upper p,art of the column has to be
decreased a little (about l4%)

In order to have the displacement of the platform
unchanged when the diameter of the footings and of
the column is decreased, one can increase the effective
height of the footings. By means of the above-mention-
ed small modifications, heave at deep water can already
be reduced by an amount of 25%.

5 ConclusiOns

It may be concluded that the approximation of the

in which:

xi =X21 = Q1tD22/d



hydrodynamiç coefficIents and the wave exciting forces
is backed by the results obtained from model tests.

This result is of importance for a theoretical deter-
mination of the optimum dimensions of the platform
of given configuration from a point of vIew of the
béhaviour of the platform in a seaway. This aspect is
the aim of a further study which has been initiated
siñce the hydrodynamic properties were known.
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